OVEA Score Sheet

Competitor Name__________________________________________________________  Time: ______________

BS    MS    PhD

**Written abstract (10 point total):** Comments

Organization Clarity English Composition
(5)             (5)

**Organization and Impact (55 points total):** Comments

Introduction, Explanation of problem Methods & Results (Interpretation of)
(10)          (10)

Effective Closing Summary, Conclusions
(10)          (10)

Originality, Substance, and Impact
(15)

Response to questions
(10)

**Delivery Technique and Skill (20 points total):** Comments

Voice, Grammar, Enunciation
(5) ions

Eye Contact and Enthusiasm
(5)

Use of Time cannot exceed 10 min
(5)

Courteous and Professionalism
(5)

**Visual Aids (15 points total):** Comments

Quality and Appropriateness of Visuals
(15)

Grand Total Score _____